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THE
BMW X1.

Powered by pure determination and enormous aplomb, the BMW X meets
each new challenge with equanimity. Whatever direction proves to be the
right one, what matters most is the drive to discover and explore. Find out for
yourself just how far you can go with this perfect synergy of dynamism, agility
and versatility in the BMW X1.
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MULTIPLY YOUR JOY.

4X4.

xDrive, BMW's intelligent all-wheel drive system adapts perfectly to the
most challenging road surface conditions. Leaving your mark will now
come naturally as the BMW xDrive intelligently redistributes power to the
wheel with the most traction. And since this system is lighter and more
effective than before, it delivers a more efficient all-wheel drive experience.
It combines all the advantages of an all-wheel drive system – traction,
directional stability and driving safety – with classic BMW agility for even
more driving pleasure.
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LOOK THE PART.

The BMW X1 interprets the characteristic appearance of an SAV in a manner which is versatile and
dynamic in equal measure. It combines an athletic design with compact exterior dimensions, without
compromising on flexibility or the generous amount of space in both rows of seats. The combination
of high-quality materials and matching integrated accents skillfully rounds off the look of the car.
All in all, ensuring you don’t look out of place as you seek to leave a mark anywhere you go.
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A WHOLE

NEW WORLD INSIDE.
Leave your mark in absolute style and comfort. The interior
of the BMW X1 treats its passengers to an elevated seating
position for the best possible view, enjoyed from surroundings
with high-quality materials. With class-leading rear headroom
and interior space, the rear cabin becomes the epitome of
comfort that complements the excitement of the front seats.
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INNOVATIONS AND
TECHNOLOGY.
BMW TWIN POWER TURBO ENGINES: At the heart of BMW EfficientDynamics.
BMW EFFICIENT DYNAMICS: Maximum driving pleasure, minimum fuel consumption.
BMW CONNECTED DRIVE: Services, Apps and driver assistance systems.
SAFETY: State-of-the-art technology.

BMW TWIN POWER TURBO ENGINES.
15
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AT THE HEART OF
BMW EFFICIENT DYNAMICS.
Thanks to BMW TwinPower Turbo technology, the innovative new
generation of BMW engines from the BMW EfficientDynamics engine
range guarantee even more thrilling power delivery and excellent
responsiveness even at low engine speeds, while also keeping fuel
consumption and emissions to a minimum. Increased efficiency and
optimal dynamics make driving a BMW more enjoyable than ever.
Diesel
Technical Specifications:
ff Power:
140 kW (190hp)
ff

Torque:

400 Nm

ff

0-100 km/h:
                      

7.8 seconds (sDrive)
7.6 seconds (xDrive)

ff

Top Speed:

222 km/h1 (sDrive)
219 km/h1 (xDrive)

Petrol
Technical Specifications:
ff Power:
141 kW (192hp)
ff

Torque:

280 Nm

ff

0-100 km/h:

7.6 seconds (sDrive)

ff

Top Speed:

224 km/h1 (sDrive)

1
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Performance data as measured in the emission test done under controlled conditions of environment,
driving cycle, fuel, etc. as specified in Rule 115 of Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989.
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STAY CONNECTED. WHEREVER YOU GO.

BMW CONNECTED DRIVE.
19

Our world is becoming more connected everyday. The BMW X1 makes you used to the fact that your vehicle and your world are linked - that
you can request information, communicate via telephone or email and always be up-to-date even while on the go. The BMW ConnectedDrive
concept encompasses all the services and innovative technologies that network BMW vehicles and their passengers with the world outside.
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Rear-View Camera
Shows the area behind the vehicle in the Infotainment Display. The display shows interactive (steering angle, distance) tracer lines in different colours
for distance, turning circle and obstacles.

Navigation Plus with Touch Functionality
The Navigation Plus System provides the driver with an innovative 8.8" (22.3 cm) touch display concept and numerous functions for navigation,
office and multimedia for maximum comfort and information en route to your destination.

BMW Head-Up Display
The full-colour BMW Head-Up Display uses a multi-colour TFT display to project important driving information onto the windscreen, in your
direct field of vision. Information displayed includes current road speed and navigation instructions. The display ensures that your eyes are
always on the road ahead, making driving safer. In addition, the BMW Head-Up Display can be aligned horizontally.

iDrive Touch Controller
The iDrive Touch Controller with direct menu control buttons, eight functional bookmarks and voice control makes operation intuitive.
It allows you to enter the address of a destination in your handwriting on its touch-sensitive surface.

Connectivity, Bluetooth and USB Devices
With the option of practical USB and Bluetooth connectivity, you can connect your smartphone to the vehicle and have your contact data
or schedule on view at any time, with Bluetooth streaming of music, in the Control Display.

Park Distance Control (PDC) Rear
The Park Distance Control (PDC) allows for easy parking and manoeuvring in confined spaces. Acoustic signals and a visual indicator in the Control
Display tell you when the rear of the vehicle is approaching an object. Distances are measured by ultrasound sensors in the bumper.
Features listed may not be a part of the standard equipment.
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DYNAMICS IN PERFECT CONTROL.

DRIVING DYNAMICS. BMW SAFETY FEATURES.
23

BMW has always been setting benchmarks in vehicle safety. There is no end to our quest for the next innovation. And it’s not just about greater
power and more efficient performance. It’s also about safety. We prepare our vehicles to expect the unexpected. Before you step into a BMW,
we do our best to make it the safest drive.
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Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) constantly assesses the vehicle's movements and ensures directional stability and traction.

Cornering Brake Control (CBC) helps the driver by applying braking pressure asymmetrically when braking on a bend.

The Runflat Indicator (TDI) warns the driver with a light in the Control Display when there is a slight drop in tyre pressure. When there is a
large pressure drop, there is an additional acoustic warning.

Airbags for driver and front passenger are an integral part of the optimally coordinated safety components in a BMW. A total of
six airbags offer targeted protection: driver and front passenger airbags, head airbags for the whole side window area, and side airbags
in the front seat backrests.

Side-Impact Protection ensures greater safety. Thanks to the directions of the beams and node joints and selective use of high-strength
materials, the functionally designed passenger cell structure provides maximum passive safety in the event of a front, side or rear impact.

LED headlights with cornering lights give a level of illumination comparable to daylight for low-beam and high-beam headlights.
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BMW X1 sDrive20d Expedition.
Exterior

Interior

ff LED headlamps with extended features – LED daytime running

ff Front armrest, sliding with storage compartment

lamps, cornering lights, adaptive light distribution and typical
BMW twin circle design parking lights

ff Rear LED tail lights with 3D icon design
ff Roof rails in black matt finish
ff Fog lamps
ff Aerodynamically optimised vehicle underbody – Front air guide

and engine compartment shielding

ff Twin exhaust tail-pipe in Chrome finish
ff Rain sensor and automatic driving lights
ff Exterior mirror electric folding with automatic anti-dazzle

and parking function

ff 2-zone air conditioning
ff Centre armrest in the rear with 2 cup holders
ff Stainless steel insert - in the loading edge cover

of the luggage compartment

ff Floor mats in velour
ff Electrical seat adjustment for driver and passenger

with memory function for driver

ff Rear seat 40:20:40 split
ff Rear-View Camera
ff Interior mirrors with automatic anti-dazzle function

ff 43.18 cm (17") light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 385
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BMW X1 sDrive20i xLine.
Exterior

Interior

ff LED headlamps with extended features – LED daytime running

ff Front armrest, sliding with storage compartment

lamps, cornering lights, adaptive light distribution and typical
BMW twin circle design parking lights

ff Rear LED tail lights with 3D icon design
ff Roof rails – Aluminium satinated
ff Fog lamps
ff Aerodynamically optimised vehicle underbody – Front air guide

and engine compartment shielding

ff Twin exhaust tail-pipe in Chrome finish

ff 2-zone air conditioning
ff Centre armrest in rear with 2 cup holders
ff Stainless steel insert - in the loading edge cover

of the luggage compartment

ff Electrical seat adjustment for driver and passenger with memory

function for driver

ff Rear seat adjustment - Mechanical fore-and-aft adjustment

and electrical remote backrest unlocking

ff Rain sensor and automatic driving lights

ff Rear View Camera

ff Foldable electric exterior mirror with automatic anti-dazzle

ff Lights package - Front and rear footwell lights, vanity mirror lights,

and parking function

ff 43.18 cm (17") light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 385

storage compartment lights, exterior door handle light and glove
compartment lighting

ff Ambient lighting - Switchable to Orange/White for instrument

panel, door trim and ambience light front and rear

ff Multifunction Sport leather steering wheel in black with black

stitching and decorative finisher in Chrome

ff Navigation with touch comes with extended functionality such as

distance from destination, estimated time of arrival, POIs, etc.

ff Panorama glass roof
ff Start/Stop button with Pearl Chrome finish
ff iDrive Touch Controller with 16.5 cm display

(resolution: 800 x 480 pixels)

ff Apple CarPlay®
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BMW X1 sDrive20d xLine.
Exterior

Interior

ff LED headlamps with extended features – LED daytime running

ff Front armrest, sliding with storage compartment

lamps, cornering lights, adaptive light distribution and typical
BMW twin circle design parking lights

ff Rear LED tail lights with 3D icon design
ff Roof rails – Aluminium satinated
ff Fog lamps
ff Aerodynamically optimised vehicle underbody – Front air guide

and engine compartment shielding

ff Twin exhaust tail-pipe in Chrome finish

ff 2-zone air conditioning
ff Centre armrest in rear with 2 cup holders
ff Stainless steel insert - in the loading edge cover

of the luggage compartment

ff Electrical seat adjustment for driver and passenger with memory

function for driver

ff Rear seat adjustment - Mechanical fore-and-aft adjustment

and electrical remote backrest unlocking

ff Rain sensor and automatic driving lights

ff Rear View Camera

ff Foldable electric exterior mirror with automatic anti-dazzle

ff Lights package - Front and rear footwell lights, vanity mirror lights,

and parking function

ff 43.18 cm (17") light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 385

storage compartment lights, exterior door handle light and glove
compartment lighting

ff Ambient lighting - Switchable to Orange/White for instrument

panel, door trim and ambience light front and rear

ff Multifunction Sport leather steering wheel in black with black

stitching and decorative finisher in Chrome

ff Navigation with touch comes with extended functionality such as

distance from destination, estimated time of arrival, POIs, etc.

ff Panorama glass roof
ff Start/Stop button with Pearl Chrome finish
ff iDrive Touch Controller with 16.5 cm display

(resolution: 800 x 480 pixels)

ff Apple CarPlay®
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BMW X1 sDrive20d M Sport.
Exterior

Interior

ff LED headlamps with extended features – LED daytime running

ff Apple CarPlay®

lamps, cornering lights, adaptive light distribution and typical
BMW twin circle design parking lights

ff Rear LED tail lights with 3D icon design
ff Individual roof rails in high-gloss shadow line
ff Fog lamps
ff Aerodynamically optimised vehicle underbody – Front air guide

and engine compartment shielding

ff Twin exhaust tail-pipe in Chrome finish
ff Rain sensor and automatic driving lights
ff Foldable electric exterior mirror with automatic anti-dazzle

and parking function

ff M Aerodynamic package with front apron, side skirts, wheel arch

trims, cladding in body colour

ff M logo on side
ff M Sport suspension
ff BMW kidney grille with 16 exclusively designed slats with Black

high-gloss fronts

ff M Door Sill Finishers and rear apron with diffuser inserts in dark

shadow metallic

ff 45.72 cm (18") M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style

ff Front armrest, sliding with storage compartment
ff 2-zone air conditioning
ff Centre armrest in rear with 2 cup holders
ff Sport seats for driver and front passenger
ff Electrical seat adjustment for driver and passenger with memory

function for driver

ff Rear seat adjustment – Mechanical fore-and-aft adjustment

by 130 mm and electrical remote backrest unlocking

ff Rear-View Camera
ff Ambient lighting - Switchable to Orange/White for instrument

panel, door trim and ambience light front and rear

ff Panorama glass roof
ff Multifunction Sport leather steering wheel in Black Nappa leather

with Black stitching and M badge on steering wheel

ff Car key with exclusive M logo
ff Navigation with touch comes with extended functionality such as

distance from destination, estimated time of arrival, POIs, etc.

ff iDrive Touch Controller with 16.5 cm display (resolution: 800 x

480 pixels)

570 M Bi-colour
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BMW X1 xDrive20d M Sport.
Exterior

Interior

ff LED headlamps with extended features – LED daytime running

ff Apple CarPlay®

lamps, cornering lights, adaptive light distribution and typical
BMW twin circle design parking lights

ff Rear LED tail lights with 3D icon design
ff Individual roof rails in High-Gloss shadow line
ff Fog lamps
ff Aerodynamically optimised vehicle underbody – Front air guide

and engine compartment shielding

ff Twin exhaust tail-pipe in Chrome finish
ff Rain sensor and automatic driving lights
ff Foldable electric exterior mirror with automatic anti-dazzle

and parking function

ff M Aerodynamic package with front apron, side skirts, wheel arch

trims, cladding in body colour

ff M logo on side
ff M Sport suspension
ff BMW kidney grille with 16 exclusively designed slats with Black

high-gloss fronts

ff M Door Sill Finishers and rear apron with diffuser inserts in dark

shadow metallic

ff 45.72 cm (18") M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style

570 M Bi-colour

ff Front armrest, sliding with storage compartment
ff 2-zone air conditioning
ff Centre armrest in rear with 2 cup holders
ff Sport seats for driver and front passenger
ff Electrical seat adjustment for driver and passenger with memory

function for driver

ff Rear seat adjustment – Mechanical fore-and-aft adjustment

by 130 mm and electrical remote backrest unlocking

ff BMW Head-Up Display
ff Navigation Plus with Touch Functionality - Navigation with

touch comes with extended functionality such as distance from
destination, estimated time of arrival, POIs, etc.

ff Rear-View Camera
ff iDrive Touch Controller with 22.3 cm display (resolution: 1280 x

480), split screen function and integrated hard drive for maps and
audio files

ff Ambient lighting - Switchable to Orange/White for instrument

panel, door trim and ambience light front and rear

ff Panorama glass roof
ff Multifunction Sport leather steering wheel in Black Nappa leather

with Black stitching and M badge on steering wheel

ff Car key with exclusive M logo
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EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS.

05

06

07

08

[ 01 ] The LED headlights with cornering
lights illuminates the road ahead. The Fog
lights in the front apron provide better
visibility and increase safety.

[ 04 ] Automatic air conditioning with twozone control includes temperature control
for driver and front passenger, automatic air
recirculation and carbon microfilter.

[ 07 ] The 40:20:40 split-folding rear seat
bench with backrest manually adjustable to
three ways makes loading even easier
and the vehicle even more versatile.

[ 02 ] 7-Speed Steptronic Sport automatic
transmission with double clutch.

[ 05 ] Full colour Head-Up Display projects
information relevant to the journey directly
into the driver's field of vision.

[ 08 ] The luggage compartment’s foldable
floor provides more storage space making
the vehicle even more practical.

[ 03 ] 8-Speed Steptronic Sport automatic
transmission.
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[ 06 ] Rear-View Camera shows the area
behind the vehicle in the Infotainment
Display. The display shows interactive
(steering angle, distance) tracer lines in
different colours for distance, turning circle
and obstacles.

40

ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
41

Meticulously crafted to enhance how your car looks and the way you feel inside, the accessories for the BMW X1 ensure you leave your mark
wherever you go. From stylish alloy wheels and Blue Xenon light bulbs to classy leather key cases and Advance Car Eye, the range of Original
BMW Accessories for the car are designed with your individual needs in mind.

42

TAKE THE WHEEL.

ORIGINAL BMW LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS.
43

BMW light alloy wheels emphasise the dynamic character and exclusive style of the BMW X1. Not only that, these lightweight cast wheels
also help the suspension to smother surface imperfections and improve handling and braking. All wheel/tyre combinations undergo rigorous
selection and testing processes, and every last detail is optimised for use to ensure they meet the highest standards of quality as per the Indian
market driving condition specifications.

44

WHEELS AND TYRES.
01

02

04

[ 01 ] 17" light-alloy wheel, Y-spoke style 574
[ 02 ] 19'' light alloy wheel, M Double-spoke
style 572 M
[ 03 ] 18'' light alloy wheel, Y-spoke style 569
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09
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[ 04 ] 17" light alloy wheel, Double-spoke
385, Black bright turned

17" light alloy wheel, V-spoke style 683
(Not illustrated)

[ 07 ] 19'' light alloy wheel, V-spoke style
573, Bi-colour, High-Gloss Black/burnished

[ 09 ] 19'' light alloy wheel, Y-spoke style
511, Bi-colour Black High-Gloss

[ 11 ] 17'' light alloy wheel, Turbine Styling
561, Bi-colour Orbit Grey

[ 05 ] 18'' M light alloy wheel, M Doublespoke style 570 M, Bi-colour Ferric Grey

17" light alloy wheel, Double-spoke style 564
(Not illustrated)

[ 08 ] 18'' light alloy wheel, Double-spoke
567, Bi-colour, Reflex Silver/burnished

[ 10 ] 18'' light alloy wheel, Double-spoke
style 568, Ferric Grey

[ 12 ] Locking wheel bolts

[ 06 ] 17'' light alloy wheel,
V-spoke style 560

17" light alloy wheels Double-spoke style
385 (Not illustrated)
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MADE FOR THE RACETRACK.
BMW M Performance Parts are the result of years of BMW racing expertise developed with
BMW M GmbH. Each component goes through an intense manufacturing and development
process, so that uncompromising sportiness is consistently realised every time, right down to
the smallest detail. BMW M Performance Parts are the clear choice for premium quality
and sporty innovation, whether it is for aerodynamics, drivetrain or cockpit.

[ 01 ] The BMW High-Gloss Black
Kidney Grille gives the front of the car an
even more dynamic and athletic look. The
glossy Black surrounds make the air inlet
appear more striking and bigger than ever.
[ 02 ] The Side Skirt Transfers in Black
perfectly complement the vehicle’s design,
underscoring its individual, athletic profile,
with coloured BMW M Performance lettering.

[ 03 ] The BMW LED Door Sill Finishers
with M Performance lettering, illuminated in
bright White, turn the simple act of entering
the car into a unique experience. The dynamic
design and stainless steel look increase
the impact. Cable-free operation, thanks to
an integrated battery and magnetic switch.
[ 04 ] BMW M Performance Exterior
Mirror Caps, carbon fibre
[ 05 ] The BMW M Performance Track
Fix for GoPro Camera provides a safe
and stable base for taking professional
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exterior shots while driving on the racetrack.
The external mount is attached to one of the
towing lugs. The camera can be controlled
by means of an app.
[ 06 ] The BMW Drive Analyser comprises
an on-board diagnostics (OBD) stick and
a smartphone app. It allows for a wealth of
technical information, including maximum
values, engine data, braking distances and
much more, to be professionally recorded
and analysed. It’s exhilaration that can be
measured.
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EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.
01

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

02

01

03

03

02

04

05

06

08

07

[ 01 ] The BMW Original Mud Flaps,
available for both front and rear wheels,
protect your vehicle and the car behind
you against dirt and stone chips.

[ 02 ] The BMW H8 Blue Halogen Lamps
for daytime running light rings, fog lights and
cornering fog lights generate brighter, whiter
road illumination (colour temperature: 4,000
K) and, at the same time, create a unique
and contemporary Blue Xenon light effect
in the headlights. They also offer maximum
durability.

[ 03 ] The Roof Rails are required for
mounting the BMW rail carrier system.
They’re harmoniously adapted to the
design of your BMW.

[ 01 ] The BMW Holder for GoPro
Camera inside the vehicle (on the headrests)
is effortless. Made with high quality plastic, it
is flexible by 360-degree rotation.
[ 02 ] The perfectly fitted, BMW Original
Floor Mats protect the rear footwell from
moisture, dirt and keep feet dry.
[ 03 ] The BMW LED Door Projectors are
automatically activated when doors open.
They project an image on the ground using
an interchangeable slide.
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[ 04 ] The BMW Rear Storage Bag is easily
attached to the centre safety belt and can also
be used as an armrest in the rear.
[ 05 ] A Cigarette Lighter and an
Ashtray are located in the cup holder in the
front of the centre console.
[ 06 ] The BMW LED Pocket Torch with
an elegant stainless steel design comes with
high luminosity and durability.
[ 07 ] The premium BMW Door Sill
Finishers with illuminated BMW lettering
automatically emit a gentle light when
doors are opened.

[ 08 ] The BMW Umbrella with automatic
opening and closing provides protection from
rain and sun. It has a removable LED light
integrated into the handle to use as a torch.
The BMW Interior LED Lighting
Package has special lenses which make
light appear like a typical light bulb. The
modern daylight white light gives the space a
comfortable ambience. (Not illustrated)
The BMW Sunblind can be easily attached
to the frame of the side window and used
even when the window is open.
(Not illustrated)
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INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.
01

02

08

Saddle Brown

03

04

05

09

07

11

Mocha Brown

10

12

13

[ 10 ] The Baby Seat Group 0+ with a
five-point belt offers unsurpassed safety
and comfort for babies up to approx. 13 kg
(approx. 15 months old).

[ 13 ] The 14-litre electric BMW Cool
Bag comes in Black and Anthracite. When
plugged into the 12V socket, the integrated
cooling unit reduces the temperature inside
the bag by as much as 18°C below that of
the car interior.

06

[ 01 ] The BMW Steering Wheel in sport
leather is available with decorative trim in
Black leather, Black with Chrome strips,
or High-Gloss Black. Diameter – 369 mm.
[ 02 ] The Universal Hook lets you hang
pieces of clothing or light bags on the rear
side of the backrest.
[ 03 ] The iPad/Samsung Tab Holder
can be securely snapped into a separately
available base carrier. The swivelling frame
lets you make adjustments according to your
needs.
[ 04 ] The Travel & Comfort System
Folding Table can be adjusted for height
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and angle. It comes with an additional
integrated cup holder with a Chrome ring.
[ 05 ] The Spectacle Case with BMW
designation keeps glasses stowed safely and
easily within reach.
[ 06 ] The Travel & Comfort System
Clothes Hanger lets you hang clothes and
keeps them intact.
[ 07 ] The perfectly fitted Backrest Bag
with variously sized compartments can be
easily attached to the back side of any front
seat.

The ISOFIX Base offers a secure
foundation for the infant car seat. The BMW
Baby Seat Group 0+ and the BMW Junior
Seat Group 1 are easily fitted to the ISOFIX
base. Coloured indicators show if the seat is
correctly installed.
(Not illustrated)
The BMW Carrier is attached between
the front seat headrest pillars and provides
a secure base for all components in the
modular Travel & Comfort System.
(Not illustrated)

[ 08 ] The high-quality BMW Leather
Key Case is firmly attached to the key with
a stylish stainless steel clasp. It protects
against scratches, dirt and moisture and
protects buttons from accidental usage.
[ 09 ] Advanced Car Eye 2.0. A highly
sensitive full-HD camera that captures events
in front of and behind the car, even when
it is parked. In the event of disturbances
and extraordinary movement outside the
vehicle, the camera automatically records
the situation in order to document possible
accidents or (attempted) break-ins.

[ 11 ] The Junior Seat Group 1 is the safe
choice for children from approx. 12 months to
4 years old (approx. 9–18 kg).
[ 12 ] The Junior Seat Group 2/3 can
be adjusted as the child grows and offers
maximum safety and comfort for children
aged approx. 3 to 12 years
(approx. 15–36 kg).

BMW Leather Gear Knob with decorative
strip in pearl-gloss Chrome. The perfect
finishing touch to the matching interior trim.
(Not illustrated)
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TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS.
01

02

03

08

04

05

10

[ 01 ] The Luggage Compartment Floor
Net prevents loose objects from moving
around. The black netting with integrated
S-hooks is secured on the luggage
compartment’s built-in fastening points.
[ 02 ] The Black Folding Box with a load
capacity of up to 20 kg can be used to store
smaller items or as a shopping crate. It can
be folded/unfolded, is slip-resistant and can
be easily stored away to save space when
not in use.
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[ 03 ] The Durable Mat protects the loading
sill during loading and unloading and the
luggage compartment from scratches
and dirt.
[ 04 ] The Luggage Compartment Mat
is anti-slip and durable and comes with
raised borders on all sides to protect the
compartment from dirt and moisture.

[ 05 ] The Universal Rear Seat Protective
Cover keeps the rear seats from getting dirty.
The BMW Emergency Bag contains two
safety vests in XL size, a warning triangle and
a first-aid kit. (Not illustrated)
The BMW High-Visibility Safety Vests
improve personal safety in the event of a
breakdown. You’ll find two high-visibility
safety vests (one size fits all) in a protective
cloth bag with a small packing size.
(Not illustrated)

07

09

11

[ 06 ] The 5.0 Amp Battery Charger can
be used to recharge batteries to full capacity.
In addition, battery diagnosis and recharging
of deeply discharged batteries are also
possible.

[ 09 ] The Fire Extinguisher's pressure
control mechanism and large sturdy
handle make it user-friendly. The spray of
extinguishing agents can be interrupted to
allow targeted extinguishing.

[ 07 ] The BMW Driver Utility Set includes
a selection of tools for various applications.

[ 10 ] With the intuitive BMW Mobility Set,
damage on the tyre tread of less than 4 mm
can be fixed. The set comprises a powerful
compressor, tyre sealant, gloves and various
valve adapters that can also be used.

[ 08 ] The compact BMW First-Aid
Kit includes all important tools for taking
immediate action at the scene of an accident.
It includes a Velcro fastener on the back
side and is easily accessible through the zip
closure around three sides.

[ 11 ] The copper cable Jump Lead is fully
insulated with an integrated protective circuit
and highly robust battery clamps. Delivered in
a storage bag with two versions – 3.5 m long
with a cross-section of 25 mm2 or 4.5 m long
with a cross-section of 35 mm2 for vehicles
with a large capacity.
The stable Warning Triangle is an important
safety aid in case of an accident.
(Not illustrated)
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BMW CAR CARE PRODUCTS.
THE ART OF CAR CARE.

55

BMW Car Care Products are the BMW approved car cleaning products. Designed to keep your BMW in mint condition from the interior
as well as the exterior. They also provide a protective shield against environmental conditions and preserve the high-quality finish of your
vehicle.
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EXTERIOR COLOURS.

UPHOLSTERY.

Alpine White

Mineral White (Metallic)

Estoril Blue (Metallic)

Sensatec Oyster | Black
Available with
‣ sDrive20d Expedition
‣ sDrive xLine

Sensatec Black | Black
Available with
‣ sDrive20d Expedition
‣ sDrive xLine

Mediterranean Blue
(Metallic)

Black Sapphire
(Metallic)

Sparkling Brown (Metallic)

Leather 'Dakota' with
perforations Mocha | Black/
Mocha
Available with
‣ sDrive20d M Sport
‣ xDrive20d M Sport

Leather 'Dakota' with
perforations Black | Blue
highlight
Available with
‣ sDrive20d M Sport
‣ xDrive20d M Sport

Platinum Silver
(Metallic)

INTERIOR TRIMS.
Black High-Gloss with
highlight trim finishers in
Pearl Chrome
Available with
‣ sDrive20d Expedition
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Leather 'Dakota' with
perforations Oyster/Grey
highlight | Black
Available with
‣ sDrive20d M Sport
‣ xDrive20d M Sport

Fine-wood trim oak grain
matt with highlight trim
finishers in Pearl Chrome
Available with
‣ sDrive20i xLine
‣ sDrive20d xLine

Fine-wood trim 'Fineline' Stream
with highlight trim finishers in
Pearl Chrome
Available with
‣ sDrive20d M Sport
‣ xDrive20d M Sport
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1612

DIMENSIONS.
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1453

1440

4439
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BMW EXTENDED WARRANTY
AND SERVICE PACKAGES.

BMW FINANCIAL SERVICES.

A BMW will run well when it’s kept well. And to make your journey one with complete peace of mind, we have packages under BMW Service and
Repair Inclusive that take care of maintenance, inspection, wear and tear and warranty.
BMW Service Inclusive (BSI)

BMW Repair Inclusive (BRI)

A single upfront payment covers an extensive range of work on your
BMW for a fixed period.

BRI offers the ease of extending the warranty of your car with
unlimited mileage up to 6 years.

Complete Cost Control.2

BRI too is automatically transferred to the next owner in the event
of selling your car.

Integrate the cost of service work in your leasing and finance
instalments.
Fully Flexible.

You have a choice of various packages with different durations and
mileage. You can choose from 3 years with 40,000 km to 10 years
with 2,00,000 km.
Easily Transferable.

In the world of BMW, world-class isn't limited to the vehicles we engineer. It also finds its way into the services we offer. BMW Financial
Services is the most flexible and efficient way to realise your dream of owning a BMW. Our goal is to make your financing experience
seamless at every step of your purchase so that nothing comes between you and the joy of driving your BMW.

Consistent maintenance by trained BMW Service staff and the use
of Original BMW Parts secure the value of your car in the long term.
In case you sell your car, BMW Service Inclusive is automatically
transferred to the next owner – an additional selling point.
Service Inclusive
Packages

Oil Inclusive
Maintenance

Engine oil service.
Scope of
Services

At BMW Financial Services, you are assured of:

Service Inclusive Basic
Maintenance

Service Inclusive Plus
Wear and Tear

All maintenance work,
Additional wear and tear
including any BMW Original repairs including any
Parts and oil required.
Original BMW Parts
required.

Repair Inclusive
Repair

Extension of your statutory
right to claim for vehicle
defects (warranty).

Tailor-made finance options, as per your specific needs
Quick approvals with fast turnaround time

Engine oil service
Maintenance

Engine oil top ups
Vehicle check and standard scopes
Service/replace air filter
Service/replace fuel filter

Wear & Tear

Service/replace brake fluid
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In-house call centre that provides the best-in-class customer interaction

Replacement of front/rear brake pads
Replacement of front/rear brake discs

The BMW X1 comes with an exclusive BMW 360° Plan. It has benefits at every step of the way, all to ensure sheer driving pleasure.

Replacement of clutch (if necessary)

Easy to Buy.
The BMW 360° Plan allows you to pay low monthly installments as you only pay for what you use.

Replacement of wiper blades
(once in a year)
Extension of your statutory right to claim
for vehicle defects (warranty1)

2

Part payment facility

Service/replace micro filter
Service/replace spark plugs

1

Special loyalty benefits

Terms and conditions apply.
Applicable only with BMW India Financial Services Private Limited during the initial
purchase of the vehicle (not on other finance or during upgrades).

Easy to Own.
BMW offers various options under service and maintenance packages which further reduce your cost of ownership.
Future Proof.
The BMW 360° Plan provides Assured Buyback value at the end of your finance contract.
For more information, contact the Finance and Insurance Manager at the nearest BMW Authorised Dealership.
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DEALERSHIPS.

BMW INDIA
NETWORK.

NORTH
BMW Bird Automotive
4IDC, MG Road, Gurugram
Golf Course Road,
Sector 56, Gurugram

BMW Infinity Cars

Rajouri Garden, New Delhi
Mayapuri, New Delhi

BMW Deutsche Motoren
Mohan Cooperative, Mathura Road,
New Delhi
Shivaji Marg, Moti Nagar, New Delhi
Sector 27B, Mathura Road, Faridabad
Sector 63, Noida

BMW Speed Motorwagen
Chinhat, Lucknow
Kalpi Road, Kanpur

BMW Krishna Automobiles
Industrial Phase 1, Chandigarh
GT Road, Ludhiana
BMW Sanghi Classic
Tonk Road, Jaipur
Madri Industrial Area, Udaipur

EAST
BMW OSL Prestige
Silver Arcade, Kolkata
East Topsia Road, Kolkata
Bhanpur, Cuttack

BMW Titanium Autos
Ormanjhi, Ranchi

WEST
BMW Bavaria Motors
Wellesley Road, Pune
Hadapsar, Pune
Verna, Goa
Chikalthana, Aurangabad

BMW Infinity Cars
Worli, Mumbai
Nariman Point, Mumbai
Vashi, Navi Mumbai
Worli, Mumbai
Turbhe, Navi Mumbai
Dewas Naka, Indore

BMW Eminent Cars
Surat-Dumas Road, Piplod, Surat
Sunpharma Road, Vadodara
BMW Gallops Autohaus
S G Highway, Sarkhej, Ahmedabad
Gondal Road, Rajkot
AJI GIDC, AJI Crossroads, Rajkot

BMW Navnit Motors
Juhu, Mumbai
Malad, Mumbai
Andheri, Mumbai
Gokul Nagar, Thane

BMW Munich Motors
Sarona, Raipur
Hingna MIDC, Nagpur

SOUTH
BMW Deutsche Motoren
Whitefield, Bengaluru
Whitefield, Bengaluru
BMW EVM Autokraft
Kalamassery, Kochi
Puthiyangadi, Calicut
Kochuveli, Trivandrum

BMW KUN Exclusive
Meenambakkam, Chennai
EA Mall, Chennai
Ambattur, Chennai
Ambattur, Chennai
Avinashi Road, Coimbatore
Virudhunagar, Madurai

BMW Navnit Motors
Lavelle Road, Bengaluru
Bethahalasoor Post, Bengaluru
Hosur Road, Bengaluru
Kodikal, Mangaluru

BMW KUN Exclusive
Khairtabad, Hyderabad
RTC, Cross Road, Hyderabad
Mangalagiri, Vijayawada
Showroom and Workshop

Showroom

Workshop

The pictorial representation does not purport to be the political map of India.
Scan to visit the
BMW Online Shop
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